A computationally efficient exact pseudopotential method. I. Analytic reformulation of the Phillips-Kleinman theory.
Even with modern computers, it is still not possible to solve the Schrodinger equation exactly for systems with more than a handful of electrons. For many systems, the deeply bound core electrons serve merely as placeholders and only a few valence electrons participate in the chemical process of interest. Pseudopotential theory takes advantage of this fact to reduce the dimensionality of a multielectron chemical problem: the Schrodinger equation is solved only for the valence electrons, and the effects of the core electrons are included implicitly via an extra term in the Hamiltonian known as the pseudopotential. Phillips and Kleinman (PK) [Phys. Rev. 116, 287 (1959)]. demonstrated that it is possible to derive a pseudopotential that guarantees that the valence electron wave function is orthogonal to the (implicitly included) core electron wave functions. The PK theory, however, is expensive to implement since the pseudopotential is nonlocal and its computation involves iterative evaluation of the full Hamiltonian. In this paper, we present an analytically exact reformulation of the PK pseudopotential theory. Our reformulation has the advantage that it greatly simplifies the expressions that need to be evaluated during the iterative determination of the pseudopotential, greatly increasing the computational efficiency. We demonstrate our new formalism by calculating the pseudopotential for the 3s valence electron of the Na atom, and in the subsequent paper, we show that pseudopotentials for molecules as complex as tetrahydrofuran can be calculated with our formalism in only a few seconds. Our reformulation also provides a clear geometric interpretation of how the constraint equations in the PK theory, which are required to obtain a unique solution, are themselves sufficient to calculate the pseudopotential.